
 

Product Information: Rage 5-S 

Product Update – Rage 5-S 

Product Code: 057-0003 (230v EU) 
Barcode: 0849713066985 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
Bullet Points: 

1. Utilises patented Evolution multipurpose cutting technology, optimised to cut mild steel, non-

ferrous metals, wood and plastic with one blade 

2. Cutting mild steel leaves an instantly workable finish, producing no heat, no burr and virtually no 

sparks 

3. Multifunction versatile table-top with integral quick-deploy table extension 

4. Mitre gauge with an adjustable face-plate incorporates quick-access positive angle stops from -60 

degrees to +60 degrees 

________________________________________________________________________________ 
Description:  
Utilising patented Evolution multipurpose cutting technology, the RAGE 5-S multipurpose table saw will 

easily cut steel, aluminium, wood and plastic using just one blade. The cut is fast clean and accurate, 

producing no burr and virtually no sparks when cutting steel. There is no heat build-up either, so the 

material is cool and can be handled straight away. This product gives the user an opportunity you cannot 

find with any other table saws. The RAGE 5-S features a powerful hi-torque motor, clear and precise angle 

settings for mitre and bevel cutting. Additionally, the blade height can be adjusted for cutting a variety of 

materials. Furthermore, the built-in wheels allow for easy transportation/portability and the folding stand 

allows for easy storage. The RAGE 5-S is supplied with a R255-TCT multipurpose blade (28 teeth), with a 255 

mm blade diameter and 25.4 mm bore diameter. 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Box Contains: 
- 1 x RAGE 5-S 255 mm table saw  1 x R255-TCT multipurpose blade (28 teeth) 

- 1 x Blade guard with extraction port 1 x Dust extraction hose 

- 1 x Mitre gauge    1 x Anti-bounce device 

- 1 x Adjustable rip fence   1 x Push stick 

- 2 x Blade changing spanners  1 x Assorted fixing bag  1 x Instruction manual 

________________________________________________________________________________ 
Technical Specification: 

Machine:  
Motor (230-240V ~ 50 Hz): 1800 W 
Motor (110V ~ 50Hz): 1600 W 
Speed: 2500 min 
Riving Knife Thickness: 1.8 mm 
Cable Length: 1.5 m 
Weight: 28.5 Kg 
Weight Supported: 78 Kg 
Max Angle Cut: 45° 
Dimensions With Leg Assembly (H x W x L): 1050 x 750 x 940 
Dimensions Without Leg Assembly (H x W x L): 880 x 730 x 330 

 

 

 



 

Product Information: Rage 5-S 

Type of Cut:   
Wood Rip/Cross Cut (0°): 83 mm  
Wood Bevel Cut (45°): 58 mm  
   
Rip Capacities:   
Left of The Blade: 305 mm  
Right of The Blade: 650 mm  
   
Cutting Steel:   
Mild Steel Plate - Max Thickness: 6 mm  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Product Information: Rage 5-S 

 

 

 

Product Information – 255mm (Fine Wood) 

Product Code: FW255TCT-60 

Barcode: 0849713090928 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Bullet Points: 

- Designed specially to cut wood with a fine, splinter free finish 

- 60 tooth configuration enables fast efficient cuts 

- High grade carbide teeth, offering increased durability 

- Hardened blade body ensures the blade runs truer for longer 

- 255mm blade diameter and 20 mm bore diameter 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Description:  

The best saw blade for perfectly smooth finishing cuts in wood. Loaded with 60 ultra-tough Tungsten 

Carbide teeth with ATB pattern and advanced face grind for a beautifully smooth cut with no splintering. 

The hardened steel body with expansion slots ensure this blade runs true and cuts accurately. 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Box Contains: 

1 x FW255TCT-60 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Technical Specification: 

Size:  255mm 
Max Speed:  5200rpm 
Bore:  25.4mm 
Kerf:  2.4mm 
Teeth:  60 

 

 


